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Abstract: We study the confinement of low group velocity band-edge
modes in a photonic crystal slab. We use a rigorous, three dimensional,
finite-difference time-domain method to compute the electromagnetic prop-
erties of the modes of the photonic structures. We show that by combining a
defect mode approach with the high-density of states associated with band-
edge modes, one can design compact, fabrication-tolerant, high-Q photonic
microcavities. The electromagnetic confinement properties of these cavities
can foster enhanced radiation dynamics and should be well suited for
ultralow-threshold microlasers and cavity quantum electrodynamics.
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1. Introduction
Photonic crystal (PC) structures have allowed an unprecedented level of control of light in
space, frequency, and time [1–4]. The two major strategies when designing PC slab devices
are the introduction of defects, and the exploitation of the critical points of the band dispersion
diagram of the perfect crystal. The former approach creates a defect state in the photonic band
gap, the defect constituting a cavity for photons. However, these cavities often draw their prop-
erties of confinement from an astute management of losses which relies on the careful control
of the optical reflections at the boundaries of the cavity. This means that the fabrication of such
structures often requires minute adjustments to the structure of the crystal [5].
The second approach considers the perfect crystal (without defects) and builds upon the en-
hanced local density of electromagnetic states associated with the critical points of the band
dispersion diagram. Near these points, the slope of the band is very small and the crystal sup-
ports slow light modes (SLMs). Owing to their small group velocity, SLMs are associated with
a stronger local density of electromagnetic states than conventional modes with a larger group
velocity. This property makes SLMs an asset in achieving enhanced nonlinear effects [6] or
low threshold laser emission [7, 8]. However, the main drawback of the modes of a defect-free
crystal is that they are spatially delocalized. This leads to practical problems in the design of
compact photonic microstructures. It also implies a more fundamental problem, if the mode size
is only limited by its losses, or alternatively, if a large quality factor requires a large photonic
crystal structure, how can one design a structure exploiting band-edge SLMs with a high ratio
of the quality factor Q to the mode volume V , necessary to foster enhanced radiation dynam-
ics? Srinivasan and coworkers have shown that a band-edge mode could be confined effectively
using a graded lattice [9,10]. In particular they studied the symmetry and Fourier-space proper-
ties of such modes. In a related, but different approach, starting from the delocalized band-edge
mode of a PC slab, we are interested in finding out how, or if, the lateral size of the mode can be
reduced without introducing drastic losses. We present a systematic study of the confinement
of a band-edge mode in a PC slab with a discussion of spatial versus temporal confinement. We
show that band-edge SLMs can be confined spatially without incurring drastic losses. In par-
ticular, we show that a high ratio of the quality factor to the field mode volume can be achieved
by confining valence band-edge modes, leading to PC designs that provide a suitable platform
for cavity-quantum electrodynamics experiments and low-threshold lasing.
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Fig. 1. Frequency of the band-edges versus the filling factor for a PC slab. a is the period
of the crystal and λ is the wavelength of the mode. The vertical dashed line corresponds
to a crystal with a filling factor f = 0.37. The horizontal dash-dotted lines mark the band
edges of a crystal with f = 0.37. Insets: Lattice geometry of the photonic crystal slab and
location of main symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone.
2. Concept
Our PC geometry consists of a semiconductor slab (Indium Phosphide with refractive index
n=3.17), surrounded by air, and patterned with a triangular array of air holes (Fig. 1, inset).
The period of the lattice is a, the thickness of the slab is t = 11a/26, and the air filling factor
is f = 2pi/√3(r/a)2, where r is the radius of the air holes. We consider modes that are even
with respect to a mirror plane passing through the center of the slab (TE-like modes). For these
modes, the chosen geometry has a bandgap between the first and the second band. The edge
of the valence (first) band is at the K point of the first Brillouin zone (BZ), whereas the edge
of the conduction (second) band lies at M. Figure 1 gives the frequency of the two band edges
as a function of f computed by 3D plane wave expansion [11]. As shown in Fig. 1, one can
tune the position of the band edges by changing f . If, for instance, we consider a PC with
f = 0.37 (vertical dashed line in Fig. 1), we see that its bandgap lies between a/λ =0.307 and
a/λ =0.400. Figure 1 suggests that a second PC with the same lattice parameter, and 0.37 <
f < 0.7 would have its valence band edge in the bandgap of the first PC. Similarly, a PC with
0.15 < f < 0.37 would have its conduction band edge lying in the band gap of the first PC.
These ideas relate to the concepts of donor (valence) and acceptor (conduction) defect modes
described in detail by Painter and coworkers [12, 13].
In this article we seek to explore the influence of the size of the “defect” area on the spatial
and energy confinement of the band-edge mode. This will also give us an insight in the evolution
of a band-edge mode as it becomes confined. We shall focus on valence modes, for which light
is mostly in the high-index material, thereby ensuring optimal interaction with sources that
would be inside the slab. We will show that this approach leads to cavity designs with a large
Q/V ratio.
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Fig. 2. Examples of structures: V 22 cavity (left) and V 04 cavity (right). Only the top-right
quadrant (2D projection of one octant of the computational window) is shown. The core
has a hexagonal shape, with a higher air filling factor than the mirror ( fmirror = 0.37).
Hexagonal rings of intermediary hole radii can be used to soften the transition from the
core to the mirror region.
3. Geometry of the photonic crystal structure
We consider a finite PC slab, with f = fmirror = 0.37 comprising 33 and 37 rows of holes
along directions x and y respectively. This gives us a crystal that is large enough for us to study
cavities with different lateral dimensions, while keeping an overall structure of a practical size.
At the center of this structure we modify the radius of i hexagonal rings of holes to make them
bigger (i.e., the filling factor of the central region fcore > fmirror). Furthermore, we anticipate
that the abrupt transition between core and mirror regions will lead to out-of-plane scattering
losses. Therefore, we allow a linear variation of the radius of the holes from the core to the
cladding across an additional j hexagonal adaptation rings. We will refer to this cavity as V ji , as
it supports valence band edge modes. Of course, a cavity with a core consisting of a single hole
and a large number of adaptation layers would yield the graded-lattice design of Srinivasan et
al. [9, 10, 12].
Figure 2 shows the upper-right quadrant of the in-plane computational domain for two ex-
amples of cavities. We use symmetry conditions to reduce the computational domain by a
factor of 8. We use a commercial, parallel implementation of the three-dimensional finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method to solve rigorously Maxwell’s equations for the PC
structures [11]. The modal fields, resonant frequency ν , and quality factor Q are found by
a sequence of FDTD runs. From an initial FDTD run with a localized Gaussian excitation,
estimates of the resonant frequency ν and Q factor are calculated using the filter diagonaliza-
tion method [16]. The calculation is then repeated and the modal field is extracted by discrete
Fourier transform at the approximate frequency ν . This process is repeated a number of times
with successively longer computation times to refine the modal frequency and spatial profile
until the results are converged. Properties such as in-plane (Q‖) and out-of-plane (Q⊥) quality
factors are found by post-processing the fields (see Appendix). An interesting property of these
structures is that a good estimate of the quality factor Q of the mode can be obtained with a
coarse spatial discretization grid. Indeed, computations with a spatial grid of a/16 typically
yield an estimate of Q within 10-15%, and sometimes even within a few percent of the results
obtained with a higher spatial sampling rate (∆x = a/32). It is therefore possible to find a good
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Fig. 3. Quality factor Q (solid lines) and frequency (dashed lines) of the confined band-edge
mode versus the filling factor of the core for V j2 cavities with j=0, 1, 2.
compromise between the speed and the accuracy of the computation. The plots presented in
this article were calculated with a cell size of ∆x = a/16.
From a physical point of view, the low sensitivity of the mode with respect to the numerical
discretization relates to the fact that, unlike in some other designs where the spatial confinement
properties of the mode are governed by the scattering of the field associated with the mode at
one or two holes, in the present design, the mode is “distributed” over several lattice sites. This
yields a design that is robust with respect to lattice imperfection. This was also pointed out by
Srinivasan and coworkers in their study of a conduction (donor) band-edge mode confined by a
graded lattice [10]. Furthermore, we shall see that this type of design is also robust with respect
to systematic fabrication errors.
4. Influence of the adaptation layers
Figure 3 shows the evolution of Q and normalized frequency ν = a/λ versus the filling factor
of the core, for the valence band-edge mode of V j2 cavities. We consider modes with an even
and odd symmetry with respect to mirror reflection through the (x,z) and (y,z) planes, respec-
tively (note that there exist also a mode with even-even symmetry). For the V 02 structure, which
corresponds to a core with 2 rings of holes (7 holes in total) surrounded by the mirror region, we
see that the quality factor of the core mode has a maximum of 7×104 at fcore = 0.46. The fre-
quency of the mode, on the other hand, increases monotonically with fcore. We emphasize that
the maximum of Q, which corresponds to the optimal electromagnetic temporal confinement,
does not occur when the frequency of the mode is at the center of the bandgap, but actually
quite close to the valence band edge of the mirror PC. (Note that the mode must lie between the
solid and dotted green lines in Fig. 1.) We shall get back to this point later.
If we soften the transition between core and mirror regions using 1 or 2 adaptation layers,
we observe a similar evolution of Q( f ) except that the quality factor increases significantly,
reaching a maximum around 5.5× 106 (computed with ∆x = a/32) for fcore = 0.48 with 2
adaptation layers (Fig. 3). Thus, even one or two adaptation layers enables a significant increase
in Q. What is perhaps even more interesting is that the increase in mode volume experienced
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by the SLM, as more adaptation layers are introduced, is slow enough to ensure that Q/V
increases with the number of layers. However, as the number of adaptation layer is increased,
the variation of the radius of the holes between two adjacent adaptation layers becomes smaller,
thereby making the structure more difficult to fabricate. Therefore, the use of two adaptation
layers seems like a convenient trade-off between increasing the quality factor of the cavity, and
keeping the fabrication process as simple as possible.
5. Energy vs. spatial confinement
Before looking at the confinement properties of various cavity geometries let us consider a
particular design and use it to gain some insight into the electromagnetic processes that govern
the confinement of light in this type of cavity.
The optical properties of these cavities are the result of the balance between two effects: mode
spatial confinement, which is maximal for large filling factors (when the band-edge mode of the
core lies deep inside the bandgap of the mirror region), and lattice-mismatch (and by extension
mode-mismatch [14]), which is minimal when fcore is close to fmirror. In other words, starting
from fcore = fmirror, as fcore increases, Q starts to increase because the mode confinement is
improved and in-plane losses (IPL) are reduced. The quality factor then reaches a maximum
and starts decreasing due to a stronger lattice mismatch which results in stronger out-of-plane
losses (OPL). The large quality factors obtained for these cavities is also consistent with the
analysis presented in [15] which emphasized that a good optical confinement can be achieved
through a combination of slow-light (the band-edge mode of the core in our case) and mode-
matching at the boundary of the cavity (use of adaptation layers).
To explore the interplay between in-plane and out-of-plane losses, we plot in Fig. 4 the
quality factor and mode volume of the core mode versus the filling factor for the V 22 cavity. We
see that the spatial confinement of the mode is maximal for large values of fcore and that the
maximum of Q does not coincide with the optimal spatial confinement of the mode. This is a
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Fig. 4. Quality factor (solid line) and mode volume (dashed line) versus core filling factor
for a V 22 cavity. The circles and squares represent the in-plane, and out-of-plane quality
factors, respectively. The arrows at the top of the graph indicate the filling factors for which
the field maps in Fig. 5 were computed.
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Fig. 5. Near-field map of Hz (top row) and |F (Hz)| (bottom row) for the V 22 cavity. From
left to right, the columns correspond to the values of the filling factor marked on Fig. 3
( f =0.40, 0.48, and 0.58, respectively). On the real-space plots, the black hexagon delineates
the core region. On the FFT plots, the white hexagon outlines the boundary of the first
Brillouin zone and the yellow circle materializes the boundary of the light cone
consequence of the three-dimensional nature of the structure and relates to out-of-plane losses.
This is confirmed by an analysis of the separate contributions from in-plane and out-of-plane
losses to the quality factor (Fig. 4). It is clear that Q‖ increases as the mode moves deeper into
the band gap, while Q⊥ decreases as the lateral confinement of the mode improves.
Another illustration of the effect of confinement can be seen in Fig. 5 where we plot the
near-field maps of the z−component of the magnetic field Hz above the slab, and its Fourier
transform |F (Hz)|, for the three values of fcore marked by arrows in Fig. 4. For fcore = 0.40 the
mode is fairly delocalized because the SLM in the core is close to the band-edge of the mirror
region which behaves like a weak mirror. In other words, the SLM is in a weak potential well
and its evanescent tail decays very slowly outside of the core. On the other hand, the Fourier
space plot shows that the mode spectral signature consists of a well confined peak around the
K points of the first BZ (with a much weaker contribution from the equivalent symmetry points
outside the first BZ which are not shown). As fcore increases (Fig. 5), the SLM experiences a
tighter confining potential, which results in a highly confined mode profile that almost coincides
with the physical size of the core. In Fourier space, however, the peaks at the K points of the
first BZ experience a strong broadening and start to leak into the light cone (whose projection
is represented by a circle in Fig. 5), thereby causing an increase of out-of-plane losses [17]
and the decrease in Q⊥ seen in Fig. 4. Incidentally, the fact that the spectral components of
the core mode are quite far away from the light cone suggest that these structures are relatively
independent of the substrate index, and could still support a mode with a fairly large quality
factor with different implementations, as silicon on insulator, or InP bonded to a dielectric
substrate.
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6. Influence of the size of the core on the confinement
We have established that the optical properties of the cavity-confined band-edge mode are the
result of a balance between IPL and OPL. Having also described the effect of adaptation layers
on the confinement of the mode, we now study the influence of the size of the core on the
confinement of the SLM.
We consider cavities with a core consisting of 1 up to 5 rings of holes. To emphasize the
role of the size of the core, all cavities have the same number of adaptation layers (2). Figure 6
presents the evolution of the quality factor versus the filling factor of the core for all these cavi-
ties. For fcore / 0.43 the quality factor increases with the size of the core. In first approximation,
this reflects the mere fact that the bigger the core of the cavity, the longer it takes for photons to
undergo successive “bounces” off the edges of the cavity where out-of-plane scattering occurs.




















Fig. 6. Quality factor Q of the confined slow-light mode vs. filling factor of the core for V 2i
cavities with i = 1,2,3,4,5.
One can notice the similar evolution of the Q( f ) curves for the V 23 , V 24 , and V 25 cavities on
Fig. 6. The three curves have their maximum at about the same filling factor, and the slopes
are comparable. The only difference comes from the values of Q, which are higher for a larger
core, as more energy is stored within the cavity.
Perhaps less trivial is the difference in behavior of the V 21 and V 22 cavities compared to cav-
ities with a bigger core. These differences can be explained on the basis of Fig. 7 and the
interpretation presented in the previous section. As the core gets bigger, the frequency of the
mode of the core moves closer to the frequency of the valence band-edge of an infinite crys-
tal with f = fcore (Fig. 7). Furthermore, because the frequency of the confined SLM increases
more rapidly with fcore for larger sizes of the core, the confined SLM moves across the band-
gap of the mirror PC over a shorter range of values of fcore, leading to a wider “bandwidth”
for the cavities with a small core (Fig. 7). As a consequence, the V 22 , for instance, exhibits a
large quality factor (> 106) over a large range of values of filling factors. This is an interesting
property as it ensures that the quality factor will be fairly insensitive to a moderate systematic
fabrication error (e.g., lithographic or etching process yielding holes systematically smaller or
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Fig. 7. Frequency of the confined slow-light mode vs. filling factor of the core for V 2i
cavities with i = 1,2,3,4,5. The solid line without symbols represents the valence band-
edge for a perfect (infinite) crystal.
larger than the optimal, computed filling factor).
Therefore, for a small-core cavity, the filling factor has to reach a larger value before the core
mode is deep inside the bandgap of the mirror PC, stage at which OPL becomes the dominant
loss mechanism. This explains why the highest quality factor corresponds to a larger filling
factor of the core as the core gets smaller. The location of the maximum of Q( f ) does not vary
much between the V 23 , V 24 and V 25 cavities because the mode starts to experience the influence
of the finite size of the mirror PC. Indeed, because the size of the PC structure is the same
for all cavities, the effective mirror size is smaller for a bigger core size. This explains why the
evolution of the quality factor versus the size of the core does not follow the same trend once the
core has reached a certain size (3 rings of holes in our example). Additional calculations (not
reported here) show that with a wider mirror PC, the part of the Q( f ) curves to the left of the
maximum is shifted upward whereas the part to the right of the maximum remains unchanged.
As a consequence the maximum value of Q is reached at a smaller filling factor. This is a mere
consequence of the reduction of the IPL resulting from the introduction of a wider mirror.
We can also take a closer look at the evolution of the mode volume for cavities of different
core size (Fig. 8). While the general trend is the same for all cavities, ie., the volume of the
mode shrinks as the cavity moves deeper into the bandgap of the surrounding PC, we observe
that the size of the core has an impact on how well the mode can ultimately be confined. For
small filling factors the mode is highly delocalized and the mode volume is somewhat difficult
to quantify as the mode is artificially truncated at the boundaries of the simulation window. On
the other hand, as the mode moves deeper into the bandgap and its lateral size is reduced, a
comparison of the mode volumes for the different cavities becomes meaningful. Perhaps the
most interesting point is that deep in the bandgap, it is not the V 21 but the V 22 design that yields
the smallest mode volume. This illustrates once again the complex interplay between IPL and
OPL. In that sense the V 22 represents the best compromise between lateral spatial confinement
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Fig. 8. Normalized mode volume of the confined slow-light mode vs. filling factor of the
core for V 2i cavities with i = 1,2,3,4,5.
and vertical radiation losses.
7. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the possibility to confine band-edge, slow-light modes within a cavity
in a photonic crystal slab. We have described the physical processes that govern the dynamics
of these modes, and we have shown that the optical properties of these cavities result from
an interplay between band-gap confinement and lattice mismatch. The designs that emerge
from this study should yield resilient, fabrication-tolerant, two-dimensional slow-light modes.
Indeed, large quality factors can be achieved over a wide range of hole sizes which ensures
a high tolerance with respect to systematic fabrication errors. Furthermore, we observed that
within these structures, the confinement of the mode is fairly impervious to the coarseness of
the FDTD discretization grid. This points toward the possibility of designing PC structures that
would be robust with respect to random fabrication errors as well [10]. Owing to their ability
to direct very efficiently photon emission from a source located at the center of the slab into a
mode with a large Q/V ratio, these cavities will be ideal for low-threshold lasing and cavity
quantum electrodynamics. In fact, a particular case (V 03 ) of this class of band-edge cavities has
already been used to demonstrate room-temperature lasing using multiple quantum wells as
gain material [18]. The present work shows that spatially confined band-edge modes should be
able to support low-threshold lasing even with less gain material, such as with a low density
distribution of quantum dots instead of multiple quantum wells. Finally, we note that while the
confined valence modes create an evanescent field above the slab which might be interesting
for optical sensing the present approach can also be applied to conduction band-edge modes.
In particular, using a larger core region might increase the quality factor without increasing
drastically the mode volume compared to a graded lattice approach [9, 19]. Moreover, since
for conduction modes the electromagnetic energy lies mostly in the holes, they might be more
suitable for optical sensing and optical trapping [20, 21]. This is particularly interesting since
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further calculations suggest that, using the present approach, large quality factors should be
achievable with materials with a refractive index lower than those of common semiconductors.
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A. Details on the numerical procedures for the FDTD calculation
Once the modal fields have been found using sequences of FDTD runs and application of the
filter diagonalization method [16], we extract other parameters by post-processing of this data.






is found by direct integration of the electric energy Ue(r) = ε(r)|E(r)|2/2 and expressed
in units of (λ/n)3, where n is the refractive index of the slab.
• The in-plane Q‖ and out-of-plane Q⊥ quality factors are found by time-averaging of the
directly measured integrated Poynting fluxes through planes at x = 17a, y = 17a and
z ≈ t/2 + λ/4 (where λ is the wavelength of the mode), while the converged mode is
allowed to decay for one or more additional periods. In certain parts of the parameter
space where Q⊥ is very large, the mean out-of-plane flux is dwarfed by the oscillatory
flux of the evanescent near-field. This produces large uncertainties in the value of Q⊥.
This can be alleviated by longer propagation times to produce better time-averages, or
by measuring the flux at a cut-plane of larger z, where the evanescent field is weaker.
As Q⊥ continues to rise beyond 107, the only solution would be to use a larger domain
in the vertical direction to guarantee that the evanescent field was very weak, which
would seriously increase the required simulation time. Since in these ranges, however,
the cavity loss is dominated by the in-plane loss, the precise value of Q⊥ ceases to be
important. Another problem with choosing a measurement plane at large z is that at the
other end of the parameter range, where Q⊥ becomes quite low, the angular spread of
the radiation becomes quite large. Therefore choosing a measurement plane far from the
surface of the slab would result in a significant proportion of the vertically-emitted energy
being incorrectly classified as in-plane losses. Ultimately, the choice of cut-planes and the
division into in-plane and out-of-plane losses is somewhat arbitrary. It is the changes in
these quantities with variation in the structure that contains the important physics.
Before commencing our parameter space analysis, we performed a thorough convergence
study with respect to the following numerical parameters:
• The width of the perfectly matched layer boundaries was set to wPML = a and wPML = 2a.
• The grid size was varied over the values ∆x = a/12, a/16, a/20, a/24, a/32 with the
other grid sizes given by ∆y =
√
3/2∆x, ∆z = (t/2)/round(t/2∆x).
• The distance to the simulation boundary above the plane was varied over the values zmax
= 1.5a, 2.0a, 2.5a, 3.0a.
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The convergence study is subtle since the dependence on different parameters changes
markedly with the region of parameter space. This occurs because at the peak of the quality
factor curves, the dominant loss changes from in-plane to out-of-plane. The computation of Q
is in general more sensitive at very large Qs. This can be seen in the data in Tables 1-3 which
illustrates the influence of ∆x at the maximum of Q( f ) for different structures.
Table 1. Evolution of frequency ν and quality factor Q with grid resolution for a V 22 cavity
at f = 0.48.





Table 2. Evolution of frequency ν and quality factor Q with grid resolution for a V 21 cavity
at f = 0.52.





Table 3. Evolution of frequency ν and quality factor Q with grid resolution for a V 25 cavity
at f = 0.44.





The final set of parameters used for most calculations was ∆x = a/16, zmax = 2a, wPML =
a, ∆t = ∆x/2. The longest simulation runs typically used 216 or 217 timesteps. These values
represent a compromise between high accuracy and the ability to perform a very large number
of 3D calculations. We established that these parameters gave an accuracy (relative difference
between calculations done with ∆x = a/16 and ∆x = a/32) in Q of better than 20% over all
structures. Away from the peaks, the accuracy in Q is of the order of 1–3%. Finally, even at
the peaks where the inaccuracies are expected to be largest, we checked that the location of the
peaks did not change significantly with the chosen parameters than with the converged values
at finer grid densities and larger vertical domain.
B. Influence of the number of adaptation layers
We considered mainly cavities with two adaptation layers. The reason was twofold. First, us-
ing two adaptation layers results in a large enough confinement for most practical applications.
Second, we wanted to keep the design as simple as possible from the standpoint of fabrication
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techniques. Indeed, using many adaptation layers would require to accommodate minute ad-
justments on the hole radius during the fabrication process. Nevertheless, for completeness we
show in (Fig. 9) the evolution of the quality factor versus the number j of adaptation layers for
a V j2 cavity. Note that while the mode volume (not shown) increases with the number of layers,
it does so slowly enough to ensure that Q/V increases monotonically.
1 2 3 4 5






Fig. 9. Quality factor vs. the number j of adaptation layers for V j2 cavities for a filling factor
of the core fcore = 0.48.
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